**Moon of the Crusted Snow Voted as the 2019 Forest of Reading® Evergreen Award™ Winner**

*Readers across Ontario vote for the best Canadian fiction and non-fiction*

**NEWS RELEASE**

TORONTO, ON (October 24, 2019) – After months of reading the best in Canadian fiction and non-fiction for adults, readers from over 100 Ontario libraries have chosen Waubgeshig Rice’s *Moon of the Crusted Snow* (ECW Press) as this year’s Evergreen Award winner.

*Moon of the Crusted Snow* is a tense and powerful tale of one small northern Anishinaabe community as it struggles to cope with the collapse of law and order after a mysterious cataclysm cuts off all connection—and resources—from the south.

“It is uplifting to know that *Moon of the Crusted Snow* was chosen as this year’s Evergreen winner,” says Christine MacArthur, chair, Evergreen Award Committee. “I am thrilled to welcome Waubgeshig Rice to the circle of Evergreen Award winners.”

Ontario readers participated in the Evergreen Award program through book clubs, their public libraries, and other community forums. The program is designed for adults and comprised of the best titles in Canadian fiction and non-fiction. It is one of ten programs that form the Forest of Reading, Canada’s largest recreational reading program of its kind.

A committee of library professionals chooses the titles nominated for the Evergreen Award, which are announced every January. Votes are tallied for the award in the month of September and the award is announced during the kickoff event to Ontario Public Library Week.

**About Moon of the Crusted Snow:** With winter looming, a small northern Anishinaabe community goes dark. Cut off, people become passive and confused. Panic builds as the food supply dwindles. While the band council and a pocket of community members struggle to maintain order, an unexpected visitor arrives, escaping the crumbling society to the south. Soon after, others follow. The community leadership loses its grip on power as the visitors manipulate the tired and hungry to take control of the reserve. Tensions rise and, as the months pass, so does the death toll due to sickness and despair. Frustrated by the building chaos, a group of young friends and their families turn to the land and Anishinaabe tradition in hopes of helping their community thrive again. Guided through the chaos by an unlikely leader named Evan Whitesky, they endeavour to restore order while grappling with a grave decision. Blending action and allegory, *Moon of the Crusted Snow* upends our expectations. Out of catastrophe comes resilience. And as one society collapses, another is reborn.
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